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Bulls no match for Hawks

10:22 PM CST, March 1, 2010

Bulls fans didn't need to have an epiphany Monday night to

know this: If Derrick Rose hadn't returned from his first-

quarter visit to the locker room, the season was lost.

As it stood, the Bulls only lost a game, albeit badly.

Even Rose's return from a minor right knee injury — which

sidelined him 12 minutes, 3 seconds — couldn't stop the

Hawks from steamrolling to a 116-92 victory in a game the

Bulls never led.

Given that Luol Deng and Joakim Noah watched the carnage

in street clothes, this isn't the best timing for the Bulls to begin a

brutal stretch of eight of nine games against teams with winning records.

"Without Joakim and Luol and then Derrick going down, I thought it took the energy out of us a little bit," coach

Vinny Del Negro said. "We got it back a little in the third and beginning of the fourth. But they had an answer for

everything."

Rose retreated to the locker room with 7:30 left in the first quarter after banging his right knee against Mike

Bibby, who was attempting to steal Brad Miller's outlet pass. He returned with 7:27 left in the second and

eventually led the Bulls with 24 points.

But the Hawks piled up a staggering 63-37 rebounding edge, including 22 offensive boards that led to 19

second-chance points.

"They've hurt us before on the glass and that was obviously the difference," Del Negro said. "They'd miss, go get

it and controlled the tempo of the whole game."

Rose must feel he's snakebit given this is the second straight game he has left after banging knees. This time, the

impact landed directly on his kneecap.

"It's kind of sore," Rose said. "But I tried to fight through it."

The Bulls pulled to within 85-79 on Rose's jumper with 8:32 remaining but got outscored 31-11 the rest of the

way.
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Jamal Crawford, who led the Hawks with 21 points, missed but Marvin Williams rebounded and scored to start

the run. Hakim Warrick followed with an air ball on a forced shot and Al Horford scored off a nifty feed from

Crawford.

Rose then missed on a driving layup and Williams scored on a fast-break layup. After two more Bulls misses,

Williams scored on a conventional three-point play.

Rose finally ended the 9-0 run — and a 3-minute Bulls scoring drought — with a baseline drive with 5:29 left.

But the Hawks scored the next six points, capped by Crawford’s behind-the-back dribble and floater, to push

the run to 15-2 and prompt Del Negro to replace Rose with Acie Law.

Shortly thereafter, Joe Alexander made his Bulls debut. In other words, garbage time ensued.
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